Deaf Woman Noted as Sculptor

“Chinese Lindy” hopes to pilot the scenic plans to cross the Pacific in the “Spirit of Canton,” to plate take-off from Oakland, Calif., for China, with stops at Hawaii and the Midway Islands.

A Baby in Gotham

Though steel deaf, Mrs. Louise Wilder, price sculptress of the Cooper Institute Art School in New York, has won her fame for her work. She excels in rendering small children. Mrs. Wilder, shown above, says her confessor is an asset, as the noise children make while she works cannot disturb her. At right and below are scenes of her babies.

Millionaire, Actress Make Up

Just a baby in a big city, the Parlia-
tatt, Goodwyn right wing, snapped as he passed over the Battery at New York City, where his attempt to land was frustrated by high winds. Goodwyn is the smallest of the type in the world.

Sally's Sallies

The news to the public was not received by President R. C. Burns. Ten were killed, and 16 wounded, 10 by shell and six by machine guns. The Americans, led by General John J. Pershing, who directed the battle, came over the top and entered the village of St. Mihiel. The victory was also won by the French, who also entered the village.

Fresno Bean Shippers

Mr. R. E. Burns, in Fresno's chamber of commerce, left for the city today to attend the war conference.

Foreman to Enter Hens

In Egg Laying Contest

E. C. Foreman, local poultryman and manager of the Santa Clara State poultry college, will enter all of his stock hens in the egg laying contest this fall, an announcement has been made.

The poultry specialist now operates a farm at the town of San Jose, specializing in the raising of Rhode Island Red and White Leghorns. He ex-


Remember Matty and Ross Young

Two tablets unearthed at the Polo Grounds, home field of the New York Giants, will keep fresh, the memory of two of John McGraw's greatest years, the immortal Christy Mathewson and the late Ross Young. View - John McGraw, president of the National League, swatting the tablet, while Matty looks on.
World's Largest Dirigible to Fly Over Atlantic

Engineers Work Auto Lights Seen From Side

Recent automobile lighting systems are now so constructed that the driver can view the car from the side without being able to see the light from the front of the car at all. This is particularly true when the headlamps are illuminated and when the windshield is fogged or the weather conditions are bad.

This situation has aroused so much interest among motorists that those who are concerned with safety work that Cal-

If you resonate with weather and po- lution, you will pick up a bottle of aspirin for free at Lincoln Park on the southeast side of Chicago.

The following headline was published in one of our New York evening newspapers: "A woman was killed when her barn "came on fire."
Chief Executive Says Point of Good Joke
One of the most burly Washingtons was heard to say to a prominent law man who was his good friend, that more good work had been done in the city since the time that that gentleman had taken up the practice of law. The friend asked him why. The answer was, "I don't know, but I know that I am much better off now than I was before I started."
The service obligation of the Ford Motor Company and its dealer organization is now growing at the rate of 500,000 cars a day. It is to the new Ford owners that this message is addressed.

The new Ford is remarkably fine car for one that costs so little. It is splendidly designed, contains carloads of finest materials, and built to unusually close measurement standards.

These are the reasons it pays you so well. These are also the reasons in service requirements are so few and the upkeep cost is so small.

When you receive your new car, the dealer will explain to you the handlinks that should be attended to in order to keep this fine car in its best performance. He will also tell you something of his own facilities for doing this work promptly and at small cost.

With the purchase of your car, you are eligible to receive up to $500 worth in the Ford Inspection Service by your dealer for one year, within reach of 750 miles. This service is designed to take care of all your car trouble, and to make your ownership of your new car a thing of enduring value.

To make sure you are in the best shape for living, that you have had any desired services of maintenance or repair. I am sure you have had such treatment.

I would like to return the compliments to the new owner of the best Ford you have ever known.

I am fast in the business of serving you better. Since I assume the duties of the second term, I shall be more and more to meet the needs of the new Ford owners.

If you are Republican and were running for my second term as Governor, I cannot assure you of success.

If you think that I deserve a second term, vote for Robert H. Cavanaugh at the election on November 6th.

ROBERT H. CAUVANNAU

No dead is required to follow October 27th.

Great Soldier's Bed
Spending Motor Car
One look at the dense field of the British Army is enough to understand the reason why the British Army is so successful in war. Throughout the world, the British Army is regarded as the best trained and the best equipped. The British Army is made up of men who are trained to fight, who are able to handle a gun, who are able to follow the orders of their superiors, and who are able to fight with determination and courage. The British Army is a formidable force, and it is able to maintain its superiority in battle. The British Army is able to maintain its superiority in battle because it is well trained, well equipped, and well led.
RESTLESS LOVE

By Samuel Marwin
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GENERAL FARM OUTLOOK: Kansas weather conditions are to be expected媒介 over the next week. The outlook for October 12 on

The forecast is not yet available. For a detailed weather report, please check your local news source.

DETAILED WEATHER FORECAST: Rainfall in Kansas for the month of October 12 is expected to be moderate, with occasional showers. Temperatures will be on the cooler side, and there is a slight chance of frost in some areas.

Storms of general rain and plenty of them are to be expected during the first half of this week. In some areas there will be snow showers.

About Wednesday morning weather will bring with it high pressure, which will result in sunny and dry conditions for the rest of the week.

Test Packard's Diesel

Further studies of the diesel type engines for aircraft, developed at the General Electric Company, were made at the Packard proving ground during the summer. The tests were carried out with the cooperation of the Department of Transportation, and Adolph Wissler, Col. of the United States Army, who directed the work.

What Will You Do

URINE EXAMINATION

Report and data are included in this section. The examination is based on the results of a study conducted by the Medical Research Council. The data are not complete, and further research is needed.

When your Children Cry for It

There is plenty of household that isn't needed. At least five million dollars worth of household items are needed to keep children happy in their family. The lack of items can lead to frustration and crying.

The children's needs are as follows:

- Food: At least five meals per day, including breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
- Clothing: At least five sets of clothes for each child, including underwear.
- Toys: At least five toys for each child, including dolls and stuffed animals.
- Books: At least five books for each child, including picture books.
- Entertainment: At least five hours of entertainment per week, including TV, movies, and games.
- Health care: At least five medical check-ups per year, including vaccinations.

If you are unable to provide these items, you may need to consider other options such as adoption or fostering.
A used car is unused transportation

A GOOD automobile is built to stand years of use. It will provide many thousands of miles of satisfactory transportation.

But only occasionally are all its years and all its mileage used up by one owner. Many owners turn their cars in after an average use of only two to three years—long before the cars have been exhausted.

This custom brings into the market every year so-called "used" cars which represent outstanding opportunities to buy unused transportation at low cost.

Every year more and more people appreciate this fact. Today millions of families and corporations which own the use of their cars are doing so, and the cost of these cars is being reduced.

A new car often costs thousands of dollars more than a used car. And many of these cars are not worth more than a used car, even at prices at which they are being sold.

A used car at a greatly reduced price represents an opportunity to buy an automobile at a lower cost than a new car could be bought.

A used car is often a better investment than a new car, for it is often a better buy. And it is often a better buy because it is used, not new.

There is no reason why a used car should not be as good as a new one, if it is in good condition and if it is operated properly.

We invite you to examine the unused transportation in the stores of General Motors. For your convenience General Motors extends the GMAC Purchase Plan.
Fresh 40 Fathom Fish

The kind everybody liked last year

Every Thursday

Get yours early or be disappointed for they are gone!

LOHRBERG BROS.
Meat Market

Ruell's Corner Store

The home of every day low prices

We guarantee satisfaction to your money back

Friday and Saturday Specials

Peanut popcorn free

Quick Flipper Tapioca Pudding 15c

Nestle Cleanser 30c

2 Tomatoes Osceola 25c

2 Fresh Ripe Plums 10c

Carrots & Marrows 10c

0 bush P 0 or Raisins White Peaches 15c

3 Old Tapioca 10c

1 Love Potatoes 10c

We have a huge supply of frozen and preserved fruit and you can't beat our prices or service. Think of us if you are out shopping where WATCH OUR SUGAR PRICES

We always will pay the highest prices for Eggs and Cream for a Square Deal---

The Square Deal Cash Cream Station

Van Ryne

Use Purina Cow Chow

Without question highest grade dairy feed to be had. Price no higher than interior feeds, so we see the best.

Coal

We have plenty of highest grade Kentucky Lumps in our bin, bought before coal prices "skyrocketed" up. Price $7 per ton at the bin for a Square Deal---

The Square Deal Cash Cream Station

Van Ryne

Use Purina Cow Chow

Without question highest grade dairy feed to be had. Price no higher than interior feeds, so we see the best.

Coal

We have plenty of highest grade Kentucky Lumps in our bin, bought before coal prices "skyrocketed" up. Price $7 per ton at the bin

Car Presentation Egg expected in right away. Give us your order for years off the car. It changes that way.

The Gobeleville Milling Co.

Bucks County, Ohio

"a buy for cash and sell for cash"

A KNOCKOUT

THE NEW SPARROW

EQUATION

If beauty equals -1, a new musical comedy in two acts with a book and music of H. W. FERGUSON's trademark. Mixes regular deliveries of the popular Sparrow Bulletin at the usual rate of 15c to all other customers. 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. in the office.

R. M. CURTIS & CO.

SPARROW RADIO

"The Paragon of the A.

BISHOP FEED LINE NEW LOCATION

We're Off for the NEW SEASON

Prices promise to be lower than last season, although Corn and wheat are at a premium, which will make our feed prices to be lower than last season.

Discounted prices you will find.

Milkmaker and Hexitel

To supply the best products. They are never cheaper when they are lowest. Do not use substitutes, they are not

A. M. TOTT CO., Mentha

Obtainable at W. J. Richards, Kendall or at the Mill at Blountsville
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Lisle C. Gamboe, Inc.

Gables

Michigan

Open Wednesday and Saturday evenings

We guarantee satisfaction to your money back
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Condition Yourself for the Cold Weather

Cod Liver Oil

Is one of the best conditioners for adult pets.

We feature Park-Dale Brand Cod Liver Oil.

Dart's Cod Liver Oil Tablets. Easy to take.

And we have others if you like them.

McDonald's Drug Store

GABLES, MICHIGAN

The Best of Everything in Drugs